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THE NORTON NOTICE
Published by the Northern California Norton Owners
Club. Its purpose is to inform and entertain the club
members. The Norton Notice is a reflection of the
readership who are encouraged to submit any article,
technical tip, photograph (original or otherwise) as
long as it is in good taste so that other Norton
enthusiasts will enjoy it. The deadline for items to
be submitted for publication is the 18th of the month
preceding the issue. The Norton Notice prefers
contributions submitted electronically. Articles and
photos can be sent in almost any format generally
common to most computers. Please send submissions
or comments to LorinGuy@yahoo.com.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the Northern California Norton Owners
Club is available for $20 per year and open to all
Norton motorcycle enthusiasts. Membership dues
are payable to the Club Treasurer (see right). Renewal
dues are payable at the end of the individual’s
membership year, which is designated by the last
digit on the mailing label of your Notice, or on your
membership card. All changes of address,
membership or dues questions should be directed
to the Club Treasurer.
AD RATES
Advertising rates are $100 per year for a 1/4 page
ad. Contact the Editor for larger ads and rates.
VISIT US ONLINE
http://www.nortonclub.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NorCalNOC/

CLUB BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President/Norton Notice Editor
Lorin Guy
2329 Cimarron Dr. Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 961-3468
loringuy@yahoo.com
Vice President
Jerry Kaplan
2329 Catalina Dr. Davis, CA 95616
(530) 902-1670 cell
jerrykap@pacbell.net
Secretary/Technical Advisor
Alan Goldwater
1780 Chanticleer Ave. Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(813) 475-7505
magicsound@aol.com
Rides Coordinator/Webmaster
Ian Reddy
5114 Devon Park Ct. San Jose, CA 95136
(408) 226-9574
ian_reddy@sbcglobal.net
Treasurer/Membership
Ray Pallett
462 Del Medio Ave. #2 Mt. View, CA 94040
(650) 947-9780
raymond.pallett@oracle.com
Honorary Members
Brian Slark, Dick Slusher, Jodi Nicholas
AFFILIATIONS
The Northern California Norton Owners Club is
affiliated with both the Norton Owners Club of
England (NOC) and the International Norton
Owners Association (INOA)
The object of the Northern California Norton Owners Club is to promote,
encourage and develop motorcycle activities. The Club’s members are owners
or enthusiasts of Norton motorcycles and often submit for publication in
the Norton Notice technical tips. These tips are reviewed for technical content
an are believed to be both correct and workable, but no guarantee is made
or implied that these tips or articles will work for your particular application.
The Club or membership assumes no liability or responsibility for any issues
or problems that may arise, or omissions or deletions in connection with
the technical information. The Norton Notice articles or other materials
contained express the authors’ view only and are not necessarily the official
policy of the Northern California Norton Owners Club. The Editor reserves
the right to accept, reject, edit or alter all editorial and advertising material
submitted. The Editor serves at the discretion of the Club’s Board of Directors.
Materials may be published both in print and/or electronically on the
NCNOC web site at nortonclub.com. ©2006 The Northern California Norton
Owners Club. Not to be reprinted without permission.
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In the past when I bought a bike that already had
this problem, I was able to unwrap the melted part
of the harness to replace the ground wires, but this
time there was too much damage. I got a replacement
harness ($160 from Fair Spares) and installed it the
following afternoon. The new replacement wires
have plastic box spade connectors, which are bulkier
than the original ones, so it's a bit tricky to feed the
rear part of the harness through the large grommet
in the frame. I took my time with long-nosed pliers
and managed to get it all through without damaging
the ends. The original style new-old-stock Lucas
harness (with rubber shrink-wrapped spade ends)
is still available, but can be expensive ($260 from
Rabers).
To prevent a repeat of the meltdown experience, I
added a 35-amp fuse in the double red wires at the
battery. This only takes a few minutes and can save
a world of grief out on the road. The connections
should be soldered rather than crimped, to reliably
carry the substantial current these wires might see.
For the bullets and push-on connections, I used a
small wire brush to clean the surfaces, and then
added a dab of Vaseline before assembly. Since I
have an oversized 14 a.h. battery to help spin the
starter, I installed a new rubber boot on the battery
hot (negative) terminal and also glued a piece of
neoprene rubber inside the battery cover, where the
clearance is minimal.
Of course in my rush to get in a test ride, I didn't
double-check all the connections, and didn't see that
one of the zener diode plugs was not fully seated.
And of course it came loose on the test ride, and
fried the warning light control box. After another
trip to Fair Spares and $36, I had that fixed, just in
time for our California Big Sur Norton ride. This is
an annual event held jointly by the SCNOC and
NCNOC. The weather was perfect, and brought out
over 40 bikes for the race down the coast. It's a
good example of how neighboring chapters can find
a Norton road to share.
—Alan Goldwater

You're Invited to the
BSAOCSC/BSAOCNC
2006 SOUTHERN SIERRA RIDE & DualSport
October 28-29 Kernville, CA
Another annual two day romp through the mountains
and valleys surrounding Kernville and up into the
high Sierras with their dramatic views and winding
climbs over high mountain passes.
The ride starts Saturday at 10:00 AM with maps
supplied at Cheryl's Diner in downtown Kernville
and we'll have the Very Entertaining evening of
'Dinner & Cheer' on Saturday at Ewings on the
Kern. Some of you will be aware of the meaning of
'Dinner & Cheer'. Sunday breakfast is at Cheryl's
with a 9:00 AM Standard Time start for Sunday's
ride for the survivors of Dinner & Cheer.
This free event is open to all enthusiasts of British
Motorcycles.
Places to stay:
Mc Cambridge Lodge (760) 376-2288
Kernville Inn
(760) 376-2206
Kern Lodge
(800) 924-8817
Pine Cone Inn
(760) 376-6669
HiHo
(760) 376-2671
Rooms for up to 6 persons. $10 off for BSA.
Pool, Spa, Shade, Kitchens. Talk to Karen.
Tilley Creek Campground. Showers.
Hwy 155, just south of Wofford Heights
I'm taking my 'Old Stone Axe' B50 enduro for
Monday 30 & Tuesday 31 single track trail riding
in the lower Kern Canyon and Piute Mountains.
If you'd like to join me on whatever kind of licensed
dirtbike, give me a call at (831) 688-2120
for details.
Frank Forster frankforster@earthlink.net
(831) 688-2120
Burt Barrett

blueox1@bak.rr.com
(661) 832-6109
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NCNOC TECH
Alan Goldwater
ALAN'S OBITUARY August 4, 2006
I've never written an obituary for a motorcycle
before, so please bear with me as the story unfolds.
Way back at the Gunstock rally in New Hampshire,
I saw a normal-looking Commando Roadster that
had a Weber 40DCOE dual carb mounted on a nicely
made custom manifold. The job was deceptively
clean, hiding the many details necessary for such a
conversion. I introduced myself to the owner and
chatted a bit about the difficulty of jetting this exotic
dual carb. I was about to move on when I noticed
the drilling of the front disc rotor spelled out the
word "Norton". Then I started noticing other details
of construction, all of which were as understated
and exceptionally competent as their creator, James
Comstock. Over the next few years I kept a picture
of the Weber conversion handy, to remind me of
what could be done and what it took to do it right.
At the Utah rally in 2000, Jim showed up with
another Norton that was so sophisticated and tweaked
that I had to sit down on the spot to absorb it all.
This was his "CRM" race bike, with a list of features
too long to repeat here.
You can see some more pictures and details of this
unique machine on the INOA web site, at
http://www.inoanorton.com/Racers.htm. So many
modifications and improvements were made that
according to one person, the only original Norton
parts were the valve covers! Unfortunately, Jim
Comstock's shop was heavily damaged by a fire on
March 12, and this incredible bike was destroyed,
along with many others. I'm glad I got to see it and
hear it run in Utah, and many others undoubtedly
share my sympathy for Jim Comstock's loss at its
demise. You can see some details of the devastation
caused by the fire, in the Norton Colorado April
newsletter at http://www.nortoncolorado.org
Jim was at the rally in Michigan, still smiling and
enjoying Norton motorcycles. One thing he didn't
lose was his wealth of knowledge and skill acquired
over years of experimenting and racing, and he's
now making that hard-won skill available to other
Norton owners. He is specializing in cylinder head

repair and modification with special emphasis on
port design. He has a technique to re-cast the intake
ports for improved flow, resulting in a broad power
band and gain of about 10 horsepower. At the rally
he had a demo bike with Keihin carbs on his modified
head, a relatively mild cam, and Conti mufflers.
A quick 20-mile blast down the road convinced me
of the effectiveness of his design. Up to 4k rpm this
bike felt like a good tight Commando, with plenty
of low-end torque. At 4k it started to pull hard, and
by 6k rpm I had to back off for fear of running out
of road. It reminded me of my first ride on a fresh
new Combat, back when I weighed 130 pounds.
Exhilarating and a bit scary, with a sense that the
machine is stronger than the rider, so better hang
on tight! Now that my Combat is tired and I'm closer
to 170 lbs, this seems like just what the bike needs
to restore the excitement. Carb tuning to suit is
apparently straight-forward, but an exhaust system
with larger outlet size (like the Conti mufflers) is
recommended.
This modification is available for any Commando
head for $570, plus parts and labor if new valves
and guides or other repairs are needed. He can also
repair the exhaust threads, using bronze alloy
inserts. Contact James Comstock Engineering at
(719) 821 5708, or email comnoz2@juno.com
KEEPING THE SMOKE IN
Over the winter I replaced the alternator stator on
my well-worn MK3, for which I stayed with the stock
180 watt RM23 part. It has plenty of output even
with headlight and electric vest on, and the original
part lasted 30 years so I have no complaint. Shortly
after finishing that job, I walked into the garage to
the dreaded smell of burned insulation. It didn't
take long to find most of the red ground wires in
the bike had melted and fused the back half of the
wiring harness into a lump. This is the third
Commando I've owned with this problem, and it's
almost certain to result from the negative (hot)
battery terminal shorting to the frame. I won't
embarrass my self by disclosing how it happened
this time. Just be careful how you mount
your battery!
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CLUB EVENTS (see website for latest details)
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 10, 2006 - Goldwater Ride*
Meet at Alice’s Restaurant (Skyline and SR-84 in
Skylonda) at 10:00am. Ray Pallet will lead the ride
with a nominal 10:30 am start. The route is Alice’s
turning right onto highway 9 along Skyline Blvd to
the Big Basin turn-off onto 236. Be careful on 236
it is narrow and there is a lot of traffic coming out
of Big Basin – not all of it willing to stay on its own
side of the road. Five miles of twisty but reasonable
road surfaces brings us to China Grade Road. Turn
left onto China Grade Road or continue through Big
Basin if you don’t want to accept the challenge of
China Grade Road. China Grade Road is steep twisty
and a bit rough in places although not as bad as I
remember it from a rainy winter’s day a couple of
years ago. It will give your shocks a work out but
I didn’t think it was overly challenging when I rode
it two up on a modern Tiger during the pre-ride
check. If you would rather stay on 236 you will end
up at the same place. At the end of China Grade
Road we turn left back onto 236. After 11⁄2 miles
on 236 we turn right on Jameson Creek Road and
climb up to the left turn onto Empire grade. We
follow Empire Grade to Pine Flat Road where we
turn right if we don’t miss the turn. If you see a big
yellow sign saying “Slow to 20mph” with a curved
arrow be prepared to turn right about 50 yds before
it. Pine Flat turns into Bonnie Doone Road and we
ride this down to Highway One where we turn right.
Just over 21⁄2 miles up Highway One we turn right
onto Swanton Road and ride this till we return to
Highway One. Be careful as you climb the last and
hilly section of Swanton Road as the road has fallen
away and narrows to a single lane with a stop sign.
It also becomes quite rough and twisty in this section.
Back Highway One we turn right and ride up to the
Gazos Grill for lunch. 8 miles up the road look for
a Gas station - there is only one on this stretch of
the highway and the Grill is next door.
Sept. 14, 2006 - Meeting*
Harry's Hofbrau in Foster City at 8pm.
Sept. 15-17, 2006 - SCNOC Sierras Ride
Highways 49, 108, 395, 120 (Yosemite).

September 15-17, 2006 - Bonneville Vintage
GP Motorcycle Races & Concours, Miller
Motorsports Park, Tooele, Utah.
OCTOBER
October 1, 2006 - Ride and Annual
General Meeting*
Meet at Alice’s Restaurant (Skyline and SR-84 in
Skylonda) at 10:30am for the optional ride. AGM
and picnic will be at noon at Huckleberry Flats at
the conclusion of the ride.
October 15, 2006 - Delta Ride*
Ride plan and leader needed.
October 28-29, 2006 - BSAOCSC/BSAOCNC
Southern Sierra Ride, Kernville CA
The annual romp through mountains and valleys
surrounding Kernville and up into the high Sierras
with their dramatic views and winding climbs over
high mountain passes. The ride starts Saturday at
10:00AM at Cheryl’s Diner in downtown Kernville
and we’ll have the Very Entertaining evening of
‘Dinner & Cheer’ on Saturday at Ewings on the Kern.
Sunday breakfast is at Cheryl’s with a 9:00AM start
for Sunday’s ride for the survivors of Dinner &
Cheer. This free event is open to all enthusiasts
of British Motorcycles.
Places to stay:
Mc Cambridge Lodge (760) 376-2288
Kernville Inn (760) 376-2206
Kern Lodge
(800) 924-8817
Pine Cone Inn
(760) 376-6669
HiHo (760) 376-2671
Rooms for up to 6 persons. $10 off for BSA.
Pool, Spa, Shade, Kitchens. Talk to Karen.
Tilley Creek Campground. Showers. Hwy 155,
just south of Wofford Heights.
Give me a call for more details.
Frank Forster frankforster@earthlink.net
(831) 688-2120
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The President’s Message
The club has been very active both visibly and
invisibly, meaning that the activities and events that
are going on and attended are the visible and in the
off times, our webmaster and board members are
setting the 2007 season in motion because It's time
again to think about your club officers. The AGM
is in the planning stages and new club officers are
needed to carry the club into 2007. It's closer than
you think and every office is open. If you have
someone in mind that might do a good job, or that
has expressed an interest to serve their club, or if
that someone is you, please before nominating him
or her talk with the person and be sure they want
the office. We need people to step up and help the
club into the 2007 season. I will not be running for
any office this term and would really like to see
some new faces on the board.
It's time again to renew your membership in the
NOC, (Norton Owners Club) our branch is the only
US branch and we are proud of our association with
the English club. Your membership includes the "Road
Holder" publication, which is packed with great writeups helpful tech information. It also offers you
"member" access to the NOC website. Contact Dave
Crader (see contact information section of website)
for more information.
Summer is almost gone and whew what a year. Rides
galore and too many motorcycle events to attend.
The weather has been fantastic, if a bit hot, and
looks to continue for a few more months. Because
it's hot we need to remember to take care of our
bikes in this oppressive weather. Heat is the enemy
of almost everything that is mechanical and our
bikes being air/oil cooled it's important we keep
up a good regiment of oil changing this summer. Oil
breaks down under extreme heat and can no longer
protect your engine against wear and the other
effects of running. It's important you use "motorcycle"
oil and change it often. It is important to lube your
chain, because in this heat the chain is running at
extremely high temps and although it's designed to
take a beating, lube will keep the chain from
premature wear or breaking and taking your nice
chain guard with it. Check your tire pressures, heat
causes the air to expand and if you are already
running high pressures the heat can take your tires

to the upper limits of proper inflation. If you are
running low air pressure, the hot pavement,
sometimes reaching 140 degrees or more can cause
your under inflated tyres to over heat, this can cause
blow out. Lastly, keep yourself hydrated, this is very
important the effects of heat prostration are tricky
and creep up on you, next thing you know you're
feeling faint and nauseous. This condition can lead
to an incident or spending some time in a hot tub
with strangers. (Ask George Shoblo).
I can't stress enough watching your NCNOC web site
(nortonclub.com), up to date information is there
for all your NCNOC activities, go to it often and see
what's up or what has been changed. Be an informed
club member and look at your club website. Watch
for some new and very exciting features that are
being implemented into our club site; the new picture
gallery where you can add pictures, comments and
stories all by yourself! The For Sale section works
somewhat the same way, you can open an account
and place your own ads, (all ads and commentaries
are pre-screened for appropriate material in
accordance with club doctrine) and the new on-line
store is just a few weeks away, just in time for
Christmas. These changes are very exciting and
will offer you more to read and look at and the
opportunity to ad pictures, comments and buy
club regalia on line.
If you have not signed up for our Yahoo group
please do so, you'll find a lot of good information
and a great forum to ask questions and get a quick
response. You can sign up on the website, or go to
Yahoo groups and search for NorCal NOC or Norton
club. It's free and if you do not like a lot of emails
click the "digest" option so you get only one daily
email that contains all the correspondences.
We are looking forward to a great fall and winter
season and I hope to see more of you on the road.

—Lorin Guy
President. NCNOC

• RESTORATION
• REPAIR
• TUNE-UP
• INSTRUCTION
• 25 Yrs Experience
• Factory Trained

Call for Quotes

Jim
Carton
(510) 483-2045

Large Stock of
NEW & USED PARTS
9–6 pm
Tues-Fri

8–5 pm
Saturdays

EXPERT SERVICE
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Mail Orders Welcome

1984 Stone Ave., San Jose
(408) 998-4495 (408) 998-0642 fax

Shop and Mobile
Braze to Heliarc, we weld ANYTHING

We will work with aluminum,
stainless steel, cast iron and more!
Also we do rust repairs,
fabrication and painting.

9 to 5 weekdays
2056 Clement Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
Kim Williams
Cell phone
Fax

(510) 521-5514
(510) 541-8012
(510) 521-0965

106 East 25th Avenue
San Mateo, CA
(650) 574-9723

Authentic Fish & Chips and Bangers
• 65 Beers, 11 Drafts
• 7 Dartboards
• Quarter Football

The Peninsula meeting
place for the Norton
Owners Club
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I have no more to offer and he has resigned himself
that it's not fixable here, he'll wait on a chase truck,
I head off, it's getting late and I saw two riders go
bye a few minutes earlier so I thought I could catch
them at least they were the mark,
I have to pass quite a few cars and finally see the
bikes, a Yamaha 650 Xs and a Honda Dream; both
girls are riding at a very comfortable pace so I hook
up and follow. The weather is clear and the temps
are in the 70's very comfortable and good conditions,
as we round a corner the temps drop to about 55
and there is fog? Just one turn earlier it was sunny
and warm, now it's cold, foggy and getting damp,
microclimates are so weird.
We ride a bit but it is getting colder and more foggy,
we stop to put on more clothes and check headlights,
I can run my head light for about 30 minutes with
no problem the Honda has a headlight but no tail
light, and the Yamaha has a tail light. We are a
sorry lot but we ride close and all is good, you can
see us to the front and somewhat to the rear.
We head down the coast to Fort Bragg, our nights
stopping point, It's late about 8pm and about 40
degrees and I'm freezing using the cylinder head
to warm my hands, my ankles are stiffening and
making it difficult to shift and brake, let along pump
the pedal to stop. It feels like we are limping into
the motel, I'm so cold; I get my room key and turn
the heater up to 80.
Quite a switch from yesterdays AC and sleeping
naked tonight is very different. I have to wait for
the chase truck as my clothes are in my bag in the
truck, I hang in my room and watch the History
Channel, and I can hear others outside working on
bikes. I fall asleep in my chair only to be awaken
by the trucks rolling in, I run out get my bag and
it's off to a shower, although I'm in a hot shower
some parts of my body are still cold to the touch,
this can't be good.
I take some meds and get to bed. I wake about
1:55am and can hear someone still outside working
on bikes, I venture outside and hang with some
rides till 3am the its back to bed as my alarm is
set at 6am.

Up early and check the truck, work some on my
bike and get some coffee, I've had some issues
eating and keeping it down so I head to Denny's
instead if the stale chips and coke or maybe a
twinky. It's coffee and an egg for breakfast and
then back to pack and head out, I want to get an
early start as the weather channel claims very hot
inland today. 90-115 inland and I figure better do
that in the morning than the afternoon, I check the
route and head out. I'm checking out the bike and
I notice the chain guard is missing some bolts so I
release the rear bolt and remove the chain guard.
I'm about 30 miles out when my top heat shield on
my exhaust is missing? It was there this morning,
I never heard it rattle it was just gone. Heading to
the lake road and Scotts Valley, the roads are great
here and this early in the morning it's not hot at
all, then on to the lunch stop, heading down the
mountain I encounter two MotoGuzzi Falcones. These
are very old single cylinder motorcycles, cool old
bikes, they are riding very conservatively on these
mountain roads and I tag along to watch theses
bike go. We lunch in Cloverdale, as we leave I have
lost my Cell Phone somewhere. Again I have gotten
ready to leave and I have to use the restroom, I
head in and as I return everyone is off on the route.
I head out and check my maps, Again second
guessing I turn around to see if I can find someone,
now I have to be careful as I only get 90 miles to
a tank full and I can't waste too much gas doing
this, but soon I find a scooter ripping down the road
and she looks like she knows the route, I turn around
and to catch her.
If you're satisfied with the way things are going.
You're NOT PAYING ATTENTION!
—Lorin Guy
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NCNOC MEETING MINUTES
Alan Goldwater, Secretary

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

August 11, 2006 at Dardanelle Resort
Meeting called to order by President Lorin Guy
at 9:45 a.m. 18+ members present
Welcome to a new meeting venue with a great
turnout.
Lorin said the Norton Notice has been delayed in
part due to lack of submissions.
It's not too early to start thinking about officers for
2007. Please let a current officer know if you're
interested in participating in the running of the club.
The NorCal TT for vintage motorcycles is scheduled
for September 23-24. For details contact Robert
Abusaidi at 415 652 1985
The September ride will be on Sunday 9/10 starting
at Alice's. Ride leader is Ray Pallett.
The September meeting will be 9/14 at Harrys
Hoffbrau in Foster City.
The AGM is scheduled for Sunday October 1 at
Huckleberry Flats near Pescadero. Meet at Alice's at
around 10:30 for the Old Timers Ride preceeding
the meeting.

8) I gave a brief report on the INOA rally and future
rally plans. The 2007 INOA rally will be in Torrey
Utah, July 18-22. The 2008 rally will be in the
Pocanos in Pennsylvania.
9) Ian has arranged for high-speed hosting of our web
site, which can be previewed at http://nortonclub.org.
He is also testing a revised site layout, with an active
photo gallery section and integrated member
feedback.
10) Ray reported $4100 in the club account and 150
paid members..
11) Lorin discussed the NCNOC booth for next years
Clubmans show. He proposed a display of Norton
race bikes, in recognition of the 100th anniversary
of the IOM TT. To be discussed further by Exec.
12) NOC-UK branch memberships are due for renewal.
The current fee including exchange conversion is
$33.25 Dave Crader is our NOC liason, contact him
for details.
13) NOC calendars may only be offered to NOC members
this year. Lorin proposed that we produce an alternate
calendar, to be decided at the AGM. This may be
offered as an INOA product, to be discussed at a
later meeting.
Meeting adjourned at 10:15, followed by the excellent
ride to Markleeville for lunch.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
coming this October 1st
You do not want to the miss the AGM Ride and
BBQ, the annual general meeting of the Northern
California Norton Club is the event of the year.
The day starts with a leisurely ride, leaving from
Aliceís restaurant at the corners of Highways 35
and 84 at 10:30am and ends in the Huckleberry
Camp grounds for a BBQ and meeting. See all
your Norton club buddies and buddiettes.
The food is great the camaraderie is the best and
the meeting is over quickly. This is a great time
to nominate your new board members too.
Party and enjoy the fun and food at the AGM
coming October 1st 2006.
For more details see your NCNOC website
at http://www.nortonclub.com
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Classic & Antique
~Motorcyle~
Restoration & Repair

851 B So. McGlincey Ln
Campbell, Ca 95008

(408) 626-0061
kenarmann@hotmail.com

NCNOC Highway Clean Up scores big.
Sunday August 27 the NCNOC did its civic duty and
performed our Adopt-a-Highway Clean-up on
highways 35 at 84, Alice's Restaurant intersection.
The day started off foggy but by the time we were
ready to head off on the road the sun was shining
bright.
The group of intrepid souls included Don Goforth,
and Kathryn Guy going south and Ron Bastiaans,
Mike Sullivan ad Harry Bunting going north. I did
the parking lot and center meridian to the displeasure
of one old timer on a Honda cruiser bike whose
disposition was rougher than the black top.
Latecomers Tom Dabel and Leonard Iosty chatted
and enjoyed coffee and sweeties with the group
after the clean -up. The garbage haul was light
comparatively but we still got some good stuff. Mike
found a sunglass lens and later down the road found
the glasses they came out of, while Harry scored
big with finding a 512megabite camera chip and
Don Goforth buried a raccoon.
Thanks to all the club members that came out to
help our stretch of highway is looking great.

Genuine Norton parts means
FAIR SPARES AMERICA, INC.
NORTON TWINS SPECIALIST

Phil Radford
(408) 292-6563 shop
(408) 292-8514 fax
P.O. Box 8224
San Jose, CA 95155
• Full range of stainless parts & fasteners
• Norvil Production Racer parts
• VISA Mastercard and AMEX accepted

www.fairsparesamerica.com
Send two first class stamps for current lists

EARLY ARAI HELMET
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The riding over highway 36 is fantastic as it winds
higher into the mountains the weather cools and it's
very enjoyable, I'm riding at an average pace
(slightly over the speed limit usually 8-10 mph.) As
I ride I remember last year with my son behind me
and how we rode this stretch pretty uneventful until
the dreaded 25MPH flat, no guard rail turn, this is
a sneak up on you, flat left hander that will dupe
you in and then with it's decreasing radius turn,
sucker you.
Although in the many years of riding I've come to
recognize problem turns, as it seems Cal-Trans will
post a speed sign if the turn can not be taken at the
posted highway speed, now the size of the sign has
a lot to do with the severity of the turn, the bigger
the sign the more difficult the turn, in this case the
sign is as big as a house!
Last year I was watching my mirror to see that son
had seen the sign and by the time I was to look
back I was too deep into the turn and had to lay the
bike as far as I could over while accelerating to keep
from crashing, my foot on the ground knee in my
ear and the side case scraping I was able to complete
the turn to my utter amazement and the
entertainment of my son following, this year was
going to be different, I saw it but I was still duped
into going a bit too fast, I made the turn but I was
working way to hard to do it.
I'm nearing the end of Highway 36 and heading
for 101N and Ferndale, I can hear some sound like
a scraping it's reciprocal so I surmise it has to do
with turning of something, (I'm quick that way) I
fear it may be chain issues again, I stop and check
it out, but as I get back on the bike it will not roll
backwards? This is strange as the clutch is in; it rolls
forward good, but will not roll back as if something
was under the wheel. I get off again and look, and
no wheel chock or big rock, in fact nothing. I hit my
rear brake and now it will roll back wards, very
strange but as I don't have my tool kit anyway and
the route to lunch is all forward not requiring any
backwards rolling, So I head off.
Ferndale is a sleepy little town and a has a couple
nice shops, we lunch at Curley's Grill, service is fair
and the food is good.
I hook up with the faster group of riders for the

departure and we steam off on the route there are
a lot of trucks pulling horse trailers but they are
headed the opposite direction, they are really only
an issue because the road is very narrow and very
twisty, I'm sure these horse guys and gals have no
clue has to how the horse feels being tossed and
bounced in a trailer over that bumpy road at
60+mph but then again the horse gets into the
trailer so it must not bother them too much.
I'm following one of our younger riders and although
he's a good rider he's a bit over anxious and has
experienced a few crashes in the past, we are on a
mountain road that has very tight turns which are
all switch backs and very bumpy, Just as he motions
me to pass my rear brake gives up and now to stop
I have to pump the pedal, I over shoot the first turn
after passing him and again the second as pumping
once will no longer suffice now I have to pump twice
to get some stopping power, I'm embarrassed that
he has to see these maneuvers but it's all I can do
to keep the bike up right and still make the turns.
Of course we are going way to fast for this road but
it's fun and I've only scared myself a few times so
it has not reached slow down factor yet.
Off to the Lost Coast section of the ride and this
area is very nice for sight seeing and riding with a
bit of spirit. I'm having a good time, although I've
separated from the group and I'm doing this section
solo. I really do not like to ride solo, I like riding
with a group even if it's just a couple of other riders,
and I'm a social being. But overall it seems safer
to me. As the route continues I find one or two riders
I can tail for awhile, switching groups I work my
way though and start to tail a very sweet Vincent
and a very greasy Velocette. They are putting along
at a decent pace and I tag on. We head for the coast
and the Vincent is gaining speed and as the road
heads up a hill with some very tight turns the Vincent
is all of a sudden dead in the water, no forward
propulsion, he pulls off to the side into a pull out.
I follow to see if I can assist. Not that I know anything
about Vincent's and I don't have a tool kit, but for
moral support. Now the Velo and the BSA and a few
other bikes pass and we are there working on the
clutch cable and trying to surmise just why the
transmission will not engage the countershaft
sprocket, I guess the shaft has broken but it's only
a wild guess.
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2006 MotoMelee
and the joys of riding the Norton Part Two
—Lorin Guy

Continued from last month
Red Bluff by nightfall is as dreary as it is in the
burning heat of the day, I'm riding in it's dusk and
I'm burning up I decide to open my jacket, last year
when I did this I got stung in the neck so what are
the chances of that happening again, slim to none
I'd say, well take that bet, as two bees, flying in
formation, fly up my now open sleeve and the first
stings my lower arm the other finds it's way up to
the back of my upper arm and decides this is where
he'll inflect his damage, I grab at the spot to crush
the life out of him just too late as the sting goes in,
damn I never learn.
The Motel is nice and the pool water is cool it's 7pm
it's 98 degrees. As I arrive it's already a cesspool
of man stew, the party is in full swing and all I can
think about is how much maintenance I have to do
and why is my room upstairs! I hang out for a while,
chit chat with guys and gals about the days ride but
I really need to get some work done on the bike. I
take my tank bag and helmet up to my room and
get out of my riding wear, lay back and the bed and
pass-out. I'm awaken by back muscle spasms and
it's very painful to breathe, trying to catch my breath
I can't get off the bed. Every time I move the spasm
gets worse, Oh getting old I can tell, must have been
that water crossing incident. A couple hours later I
awake to hear the chase trucks arriving, I gather
all my strength head downstairs for my bags. I can't
do it, I'll have to wake early tomorrow and work
on the bikes, I can't think clearly after that sleep
my back is killing me and now all I want is a shower
and a bed. I do not want to work on the bike tired.
I seem to have the room to myself, it's really hot
and the AC is on full, all my things are all over the
room and both beds are covered with clothes and
stuff. I fall asleep after a nice hot shower and sleep
is good. 2:30 AM my door opens and a bright light
is shining in my eyes from the hallway, a voice says
Hey! I'm your roommate. What the hell! I say.. As
I try to scramble up to clean up my mess I realize
I have no clothes on. I ask that he pass me that tshirt and grab for a sheet, he's already moving my

stuff and says No, just stay there I can do it. Good
choice, because it's not pretty.
We chat about 30 minutes, turns out his bike seized
a piston the night before the ride and he spent the
Saturday morning and afternoon finding one and
a machine shop to hone the cylinder, leaving San
Francisco at about 4pm he proceeded to ride the
route! (Now that's insane) 270+ miles of hella back
roads and very rough roads half of which he did in
the dark! (Oh to be young and dumb).
Next morning, It's Sunday and time to worship at
the alter of the two wheels, I need to do some
maintenance to the bike and also check all the fluids
in the chase van, it's 7am and you can tell it's gona
be a hot one. I work on the van first and then the
bike, I check the chain condition and what we fixed
yesterday, I gas up, check my oil and tyre pressures,
then move the bottom exhaust shield to the top
position, burning my inner thigh twice yesterday
was enough for me. I need some rear brake fluid
so I'll have to stop and store or station. I strap on
my tank bag to the back of my seat and now have
to turn around to see the route direction, but I know
the first few turns so it's not a big issue. I take off
finally about 9am, it's already 90 degrees, the road
out is one of the best on the whole route, not only
nicely paved (meaning fewer than normal pot holes)
but it winds through some beautiful country and
has some of the best twisty turns you'll ever ride,
it's Highway 36 west out of Red Bluff.
First gas stop and it's getting hot, the store inside
is cooler than standing in the sun but not by too
much, I'm gassed and ready to ride, as I wait for
a couple other riders to gas up three riders on new
sport bikes pull in, I say good morning to one as I
sip my coffee and he responds by saying „So we
catch the Melee riders, finally after years of reading
about you guys on the web, I finally meet up with
you guys‰. Seems other bike groups have been
reporting encounters with and sightings of Melee
riders over the years and I'm sure the myth is
greater than the truth of it. But I responded by
saying, “yeah you have caught up with this mornings
first group but now since you've seen us we'll have
to kill you.” He laughed and we talked about the
cool old bikes we are riding. Turns out he has a B50
BSA and would like to ride this event someday.
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The September Goldwater Ride

First Norton on the Salt in 11 years

The first annual Goldwater ride was held September
10th and it was an overwhelming success 20+
participants had a great ride route designed
by Ray Pallett.

Or so I was told last week by one ancient, salineencrusted attendee of the 3rd annual BUB
International Motorcycle Speed Trials at the
Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah.

Tom Dabel's Norton developed a terminal oil leak
just as we were ready to leave and his bike rode
the chase truck but everyone else made the start.
The action got underway about 11am leaving the
corners, highways 35 and 84, at Alice's restaurant
heading down 84 toward the coast. We turned right
and into the Big Basin approach coming up on China
Grade which was a bit rough in spots but nonetheless
a challenging route, tight twists followed by short
straights to blast down. Back on to 236 and on to
Jameson road, climbing to the top and on to the
always-exciting Empire Grade to Pine Flat, on to
Bonnie Dune road and the coast. We followed the
coast highway to Swanton Road, a great little
diversion from the usual blast down highway one,
and back to Highway one and to Gazo's Creek.

My very first time there and I have to say standing
in the middle of this 150 square mile desolate
expanse is like being on another planet.
Arrived clear-eyed Sunday dawn, stood 2 hours in
one line for reg, then an hour in another for tech
during which I enjoyed a heart stopping hassle about
my helmet (not latest Snell) and experiencing the
Commando briefly impounded with a stern directive
that I must replace my plastic valve stem caps with
metal versions for some inexplicable reason.

We were British bike heavy as most rode their
Nortons with a few Triumph sprinkled in for
good measure.
Lunch was again slow in coming, as is the usual at
the Gazo restaurant, but of course complete over
shadowed by the lack in the quality of the cuisine,
but then it's the coast and were are there for the
roads and the view, which were spectacular. The
ocean is always great to see, it's the smell of the
ocean and the feeling of freedom that both the
coast and a motorcycle offer that makes this
such a winning combination.
Thanks to all who came and rode, to Ray for a great
route and to Alan for all he has done for this club
over years that we should honor him with a
great ride.

—Lorin Guy

They sympathetically passed the helmet in Munroesque style as I was running in BUB’s RunWatcha
Brung amateur class and the fact it was in such good
shape. The metal valve stem caps I begged and
borrowed, one from a BMW 650, the other from
one of the world’s fastest Buells. Would these mods
disqualify me from running stock?
My best time was 95.866 mph with an 8 mph
headwind and side gusts, my significant frontal area
and those heavy metal valve stem caps. More
excuses and the rest of the story next issue.

—Frederick Fortune
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Ride Report

August 12 Sierra Passes Ride
Nice and early Saturday morning, I got to the Junction
Shopping Center in East Sonora just as John Maka
arrived on his Commando. Shortly after Steve on a
Triumph Rocket III showed up. A cup of coffee from
the nearby java joint, then unload my Commando
(trucked to Sonora) and we're off for the Dardanelles
— around 50 miles. This time of the morning there
are cold and warm air masses as we wind around
on highway 108. The cold ones are a bit too cold
for my comfort, but pass quickly. As the three of
us arrive at the Dardanelles, Lorin Guy is standing
in front of the general store greeting us. The rest of
the members are in the camping area.
We got through a bit of club business with Lorin
leading a club meeting finishing before 10:30. Eleven
motorcycles headed out toward Kennedy Meadows
and the rise to Sonora Pass. Blue skies and no hint
of the "isolated thunder storm" predicted on Yahoo
greeted us. Climbing quickly, we passed elevation
signs for 7,000 then 8,000 and started to see patches
of snow on the peaks around us. At 9,000ft before
getting to Sonora Pass there's a nice rise in the road
beside an alpine stream and sparse tree population.
This is scenic high Sierra.
Over the top we headed down the eastern side
toward Highway 395. Passing the Marine's mountain
warfare training center, there were no marines along
the road or at the main camp as in the past. At
Sonora Junction we held up to gather everyone
including Don Goforth in his pickup doing chase
duty. There was a fast run north on Hwy 395 then
left turn on Hwy 89 and the usual stop at Monitor
Pass for the view. I pushed the group onward to
Markleeville for our 1:00pm reservation at the Wolf
Creek Restaurant. We arrived right on the mark and
were greeted with a private room, our own waitress
and great food.

Most of the riders were weekending at the
Dardanelles, so I expected not many would continue
on over Ebbits Pass on Hwy 4 and back to Sonora.
Steve on the Rocket 3, Ian Reddy and Ray Pallet
followed me. I promised to stop for gas for the
roadsters in Arnold. Steve and I lost sight of Ian and
Steve so were waiting at the Chevron station.
Fortunately Don came to the rescue as Ian's
Commando had some clutch problem. I didn't fair
much better, Ian. After waiting 30 minutes I started
off and got about a quarter of a mile when my
chain shot off the sprockets. Lost the master link
for some reason. Again Don to my rescue. Ian's
bike was already taking up the space and Don said
he didn't have a spare link, but why don't I take
the one from Ian's...thanks Ian I'll get it back to
Ken's shop. By the way a master link goes in from
the wheel side, so the clip is on the outside...much
easier to find and get at.
Although I didn't get to return on Perrot's Ferry Rd
as planned the whole ride was great and perfect
weather. Having to do roadside repair gives me a
suggestion that the club put an emergency kit
together for the chase truck volunteer. Maybe some
common items such as chain masterlink, typical carb
screws that fall out, spare muffler...etc. I'm sure the
members have enough spares to donate for this.

—David Crader
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